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Type 2 Diabetes: Principles and Practice, Second EditionCRC Press, 2007

	The incidence and prevalence of type 2 diabetes mellitus have increased dramatically in modernized and developing nations over the past few decades. Thoroughly revised and expanded, this Second Edition responds to the epidemic and supplies a current overview and guide to the management of diabetes in the modern healthcare environment. This...
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Medical Illness and Schizophrenia (62106)American Psychiatric Publishing, 2003

	The life expectancy of patients with schizophrenia is approximately 20% shorter than that of the general population. Lifestyle choices, effects of medications, poor self-care, barriers to treatmentAall contribute to medical problems that increase the severity of psychopathology, reduce quality of life, and lead to premature death in patients...
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Protective Effects of Tea on Human HealthCABI Publishing, 2006

	Bringing together the latest research from leading experts, this book provides an indispensable reference on the health benefits of drinking tea. It examines the general health giving properties of tea before moving on to a detailed review of the evidence for the beneficial effects of tea on specific ailments including cancer, the common...
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Yoga Benefits Are in Breathing Less: Introduction to Yoga Spirit and Anatomy for BeginnersCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2012

	Yoga benefits, as ancient yoga books teach, are in breathing less air automatically and 24/7, even less than the tiny medical respiratory norm. Then one can expect more oxygen in the brain and other organs, and experience true benefits from yoga. Millions of people think and believe in a myth that yoga progress is about more and more difficult...
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The Inflammation Syndrome: The Complete Nutritional Program to Prevent and Reverse Heart Disease, Arthritis, Diabetes, Allergies, and AsthmaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"Challem’s new book hits a home run —— with the latest research on what to eat and take to defeat our real number-one cause of health problems—— inflammation. It’s a message of the utmost importance."
  ——  Jean Carper
  New York Times bestselling author of Stop Aging Now! and...
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Atlas of UrodynamicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Urodynamics is the investigation of the function of the lower urinary tract - the bladder and urethra - using physical measurements such as urine pressure and flow rate as well as clinical assessment. The assessment begins with a medical history and examination, which may for example reveal abnormalities within the lower abdomen or pelvis that are...
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Dr. Atkins' New Diet RevolutionHarper Perennial, 2001

	Weight loss, weight maintenance, good health and disease prevention through the Atkins nutritional approach.


	Dr. Atkins' original Diet Revolution helped millions lose weight and maintain their weight loss for life. His sensational follow-up, Dr Atkins' New Diet Revolution, concentrated on total wellness in addition to...
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Microfluidics for Biotechnology (Microelectromechanical Systems)Artech House Publishers, 2005


	Since the concept of the first DNA biochip, biotechnologies have soared, deeply

	changing the world of biology. In fact, they have already had direct implications on

	each of us. Since the very beginning of this science in the 1980s, spectacular

	advances have been made, such as the analysis of the human DNA genome

	sequence, while...
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Obesity and Diabetes (Contemporary Diabetes)Humana Press, 2006

	International experts from world-renowned medical schools comprehensively review for practicing clinicians and scientists alike the latest understanding of the epidemiology, causation, and consequences of diabetes and obesity. The authors discuss in detail their diagnosis, clinical manifestations, complications, and best practices for...
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Type 2 Diabetes: Cardiovascular and Related Complications and Evidence-Based Complementary TreatmentsCRC Press, 2018

	
		Approximately 29 million Americans are diagnosed with Type 2 diabetes annually. Of that number, only about 36 percent (10.44 million diabetes sufferers) achieve satisfactory medical outcomes and would need additional help?rarely available?to reliably control their glucose levels. Contrary to popular belief, although anti-diabetic...
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Textbook of Erectile Dysfunction, Second EditionInforma Healthcare, 2008

	Erectile dysfunction (ED) affects 20-30 million American men, most of whom are over 50 years of age. In a UK-based study, 32% of British men had difficulty obtaining an erection, 20% with maintaining an erection. In recent years the physiology and pathophysiology of ED have changed our understanding of what ED is from a purely...
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Phytochemicals: Nutrient-Gene InteractionsCRC Press, 2006

	Understanding phytochemical–gene interactions provides the basis for individualized therapies to promote health as well as prevent and treat disease. The authors of Phytochemicals: Nutrient–Gene Interactions examine the interactions between phytochemicals and the human genome and discuss the impact these interactions have...
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